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To produce dictionary drafts for a series
of Bilingual Dictionaries not existent so far

Motivation

WSD and equivalents drafted 
with WordNet data

Advantages

Built by comparing lemmata of ETC and Elh200 corpora (200M token each)
to the lemmata present in 6 standard Basque dicts. & resources

Frequency lemmalist for Basque Existing resources for drafting a basic Basque dictionary
* Lexical Database for Basque EDBL (Aldazabal et al. 2001)
* Basque WordNet EusWN (Pociello et al. 2011)
* Basque Dictionary lemmalists (cf. Lindemann & San Vicente 2015)
* Corpus-based frequency lemma list (Lindemann & San Vicente 2015)

Result: EDBL & EusWN joint datasets

Fig: Basque lemma-signs in the big 2 corpora
    and 6 hand-made standard resources

(Lindemann & San Vicente 2015)

Table: Lemma-sign alegia: Elh200 corpus frequency data
and EDBL-based POS-tags on 3 granularity levels

Taula: Glosario elebidunak sortzeko metodoen ebaluazioa

1) Automatically drafted first version to work on
2) Basic vocabulary present (50.000 lemma-signs)
3) Only lemmata present in corpora (really used words)
4) Frequency data at 3 levels
5) Syntactical entities drafted
6) Revision of the draft by hand: evidence for improving EDBL

Starting point: Lemma-signs present in corpora and EDBL:
* Lemma-sign disambiguated as syntactical entity
* Frequency data for all of these entities

Advantages
1) Multilingual Dictionary Drafting approach
2) Automatically drafted Basque WSD to work on
3) Basic vocabulary present (18.216 lemma-signs)
5) Only lemmata present in corpora (really used words)
5) Frequency data for syntactical entities present in corpora 
6) Translation equivalents, synonyms & more WN semrels
7) Revision by hand: evidence for improving EusWN, and,
     by chance, WordNet in general

Automatically
detected sense gap
filled by hand

Revision by hand:
Sense gap detected

and filled

Figure: Lemma-sign aditu: Draft XML dictionary entry

Table: Lemma-sign adar: EusWN senses, linked data
from EN, CAT WordNets... and a sense gap
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State of the Art
Today, we have Bilingual Dictionaries
of a significant size with ES, EN, FR, RU

* Not a new approach (cf. EuroWordNet, BabelNet, etc.)
* New: Basque lemma-signs as nodes for linked multilingual lexical data
* Lexical, conceptual gaps in the draft dict to be filled with evidence from Basque


